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Date 25/03/1977 Time 03:10:05 Day Friday Place BANGALORE Lahiri Ayanamsa  : 23:32:28
Latitude 12:58:17 East Longitude 77:35:40 North Zone 82:30:00 East Loc Time Corr -00:19:37 Hour

Panchang

Siderial Time : 14:59:26 Hr

Eq. of Time : 00:06:04 Hr

Sunrise : 06:21:40 Hr

Sunset : 18:30:31 Hr

Ch. Samvat : 2034

Saka : 1899

Month : Chaitra

Paksh : Shukla

Tithi : 5

Nakshatra : Krittika

Yoga : Priti

Karan : Balava

Avakahada Chakra

Gana : Rakshas

Yoni : Mesh

Nadi : Antya

Varan : Vaishya

Vashya : Chatushpad

Varga : Garuda

Yunja : Poorva

Hansak : Bhoomi

Name Alpha : Ay-Eklavya

Paya(Ra-Nx) : Silver-Gold

Hora : Sun

Chaugharia : Amrit

Vimshottari
Sun 1Y 1M 22D

Jupiter

17/05/2013

17/05/2029

Jupiter 05/07/2015
Saturn 15/01/2018
Mercury 22/04/2020
Ketu 29/03/2021
Venus 28/11/2023
Sun 15/09/2024
Moon 15/01/2026
Mars 22/12/2026
Rahu 17/05/2029

Yogini
Ulka 1Y 1M 22D

Sidha

17/05/2014

17/05/2021

Sidha 26/09/2015

Sankta 16/04/2017

Mangla 26/06/2017

Pingla 15/11/2017

Dhanya 16/06/2018

Bhramri 27/03/2019

Bhadrika 17/03/2020

Ulka 17/05/2021

Pl R C Degree Rasi Nak Pad Lord Sub Dignity S-B Char Sthir Grah Tara

Asc Cap14:32:46 Sravna 2 Mon Jup --- 0:00

Sun Pis10:35:31 U Bhad 3 Sat Sun FrSign 1.28 PitraMatra Saadhak

Mon Tau07:27:18 Krittika 4 Sun Ket Moltrikn 1.33 MatraGyati Janma

Mar Aqu10:12:39 Satbisha 2 Rah Jup NuSign 1.35 BhratraPutra Kshem

Mer C Pis19:19:24 Revati 1 Mer Ket Dblitted 0.79 GyatiAmatya Vadha

Jup Tau04:37:09 Krittika 3 Sun Sat EnSign 1.21 DhanKalatra Janma

Ven R Pis29:26:11 Revati 4 Mer Sat Exalted 1.27 KalatraAtma Vadha

Sat R Can16:40:50 Aslesa 1 Mer Mer EnSign 1.50 AyushBhratra Vadha

Rah Lib00:52:00 Chitra 3 Mar Mer FrSign Gyan--- Vipat

Ket Ari00:52:00 Asvini 1 Ket Ven FrSign Moksh--- Mitra
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Gem Selection
Gems are advised to increase the benefic effects in a natives life. Scientifically, 

Gems are capable of collecting the cosmic rays of the planet concerned and pass on 
to one's body to enhance the effect of that planet. That is why, we only recommend 
Gem for a planet benefic to the horoscope. A planet is benefic if it is placed or is lord of 
Lagna, Trikona or Kendra and is malefic if it is lord of 6, 8, 12 houses. It is benefic if it is 
placed with or aspected by friends. It is considered malefic if it is lord of Badhak house 
that is 11th lord for moveable, 9th lord for fixed and 7th lord for mixed ascendants. 
Above considerations define the goodness of the planets for Gem Selection.

Table below describes the area of work and benefic factor of the planet is 
percentage along with graphical display. Power of different Gems in different dashas is 
given in the other table. It is suggested to wear Gems throughout life without bothering for 
dasha or transits of the planets obtains over 75% marks. For those who secure 50-75% 
marks, it is suggested to wear gems in dasha of friendly planet or it is required to 
enhance the requisite area of concern. Gems for planets which obtain less than 50% 
should be normally ignored unless it obtains more than 50% marks in particular dasha.

Gems Pln Power Area

Diamond Ven 100% Power, Kids happiness, Career success

B-Sapphire Sat 89% Marital bliss, Good health, Wealth

Coral Mar 69% Wealth, Comforts, Earnings

Cat's eye Ket 69% Comforts, Wealth

Pearl Mon 67% Kids happiness, Marital bliss

Emerald Mer 62% Power, Conquer enemies, Fame

Gomed Rah 61% Career success, Power

Y-Sapphire Jup 25% Kids problem, Expenses, Disputes

Ruby Sun 0% Disputes, Accident

Dasha-wise Gem Selection

Dasha Ending Ruby Pearl Coral Emerald Y-SapphireDiamondB-Sapphire Gomed Cat's eye

Sun 17/05/1978 16% 74% 75% 62% 38% 88% 77% 47% 56%

Mon 16/05/1988 3% 80% 69% 69% 25% 100% 89% 47% 56%

Mar 17/05/1995 3% 74% 81% 50% 38% 100% 89% 47% 75%

Rah 17/05/2013 0% 55% 56% 62% 25% 100% 95% 73% 56%

Jup 17/05/2029 3% 74% 75% 50% 50% 88% 89% 61% 69%

Sat 16/05/2048 0% 55% 56% 69% 25% 100% 100% 67% 56%

Mer 17/05/2065 3% 55% 69% 75% 25% 100% 89% 61% 69%

Ket 16/05/2072 0% 55% 75% 62% 25% 100% 77% 47% 81%

Ven 16/05/2092 0% 55% 69% 69% 25% 100% 95% 67% 75%
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Detailed Analysis of Gems
v©"kf/k ef.k  ea=k.kka]  xzg&u{k=  rkfjdk A

ÒkX;dkys ÒosfRlf)% vÒkX;a fu"Qya Òosr AA

Medicine, Gems and Mantras are effective in overcoming the diseases 

caused by planets and stars. If the time is favorable the expected results are 

obtained otherwise all these remedial measures turn useless.

A Gem enhances the physical charm of the wearer and increases the 

power and reduces the malefic influence of planet with its mysterious powers. The 

flow of radiations emitted by planets in our body gets enhanced with the power of 

gems. Therefore, those planets which are auspicious in horoscope but lack strength 

can be strengthened by wearing gems. But contrary to this the gems of 

inauspicious planets multiply the malefic effects of such inauspicious planets. This is 

the reason because of which astrologers advise complete relinquishing of the 

gems of inauspicious planets in horoscope.

A planet is considered favorable when posited in Lagna, Trikona or Kendra 

or has the lordship of these houses. This is inauspicious if connected to Trik Bhava. 

The conjunction and aspect of friendly planets also enhances its auspiciousness. 

The lordship of a Badhak Bhava reduces its beneficence. In movable Lagnas 11th, 

in stationary Lagnas 9th and in dual Lagnas the 7th house is termed as Badhak 

Bhava. The placement of planets in their enemy sign or sign of debilitation also 

decreases their auspiciousness.

For any horoscope the gem of Lagna lord is known as life stone by 

wearing which the wearer gets good results like attainment of good health, 

development of personality and enhancement of reputation. The gem of 9th 

house lord is termed as lucky stone by wearing which the development of destiny 

can be expected along with enhancement of status.Similarly the gem of Yoga 

Karaka planet is Karaka gem and has enough potential to give financial gains and 

progress in the task undertaken along with all round development.

For the gratification of various desires one might need to wear more than 

one gem.The detailed information about which gem would yield what type of 

results in your horoscope has been given below. In addition to that the method of 

wearing has also been given along with the names of the other gems that can be 

worn with it. You can attain maximum success in life with right selection of gems. 

A clear gem with clear cutting can absorb more radiations therefore the 

|      .               .                          .
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gems of good quality only are capable of giving completely beneficial result. The 

weight of the gem should be in proportion to the weakness of the planet and body 

weight. If the planet is very weak then the weight of gem should be heavier. Except 

diamond all the gems should be touching the skin. Gems worn in fingers in specific 

metal prove most beneficial.

If because of some reason one needs to remove the gem then it should 

be placed in a safe place after washing it with Gangajal on the day of it. If gem 

gets misplaced or stolen away then it is an indication of the removal of the malefic 

influence of the planet. Similarly if the gem loses its charm then again it also 

indicates the same. If the gem cracks then it means that the planet for which it is 

worn is very effective and in this situation this specific planet should be propitiated 

and the gem should be replaced by a new one.

For attaining the auspiciousness of inauspicious planets in the horoscope 

the remedial measures like wearing of Rudraksha, Mantra chanting, donation of its 

Karaka article, Jal Visarjan and fasting etc. can be recommended. If because of 

some reason you are incapable to wear the required gem then wear the 

Rudrakshas or semiprecious stones as substitute for this gem or else increase the 

strength of the planet by Mantra chanting, donation or fasting. The desired benefits 

are obtained by wearing the gem of auspicious planet and by Jal Visarjan and 

donation of the article or grain of inauspicious planets.

Your Horoscope and Gems

For you wearing Diamond or Blue-Sapphire gem is highly auspicious. By 

wearing it you can expect all round development with financial gains along with 

progress on professional front.

For you Blue-Sapphire gem is your life stone by wearing which your health 

shall be excellent. It shall enhance your confidence and reputation along with 

progress on professional front.

For you Diamond gem is your Karaka Ratna. By wearing which you can 

expect growth on professional front. You would earn financial gains, wealth and 

property along with inflow of new energy in your life.

Therefore, you must wear above-mentioned gems throughout life. By 

wearing all these gems, the beneficence of all planets with all types of comforts 

can be expected. All above-mentioned gems can be worn without considering 

and analyzing any Dasha and transit as all of them are very highly auspicious.  

|      .               .              .


